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I&C modelling in FinPSA

� I&C modelling feature of FinPSA is based on RELVEC algorithm.

� Models are built with success logic.

� Models are written in text files with simple and compact 
expressions.

� Fault trees can contain links to control tasks of I&C model and I&C 
model can include links to top events of fault trees.

� I&C models are automatically transformed into fault trees.
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I&C Model Based on RELVEC Algorithm
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Isolation = Interface
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Communication: Path Nets
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Interface: Fault trees ↔ I&C Model
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Example PSA model

� Fictive and simplified nuclear power plant (BWR).

� 4-redundant safety systems.

� Fault trees for AC power system, component cooling water system, 

emergency core cooling system, emergency feedwater system, 

depressurasation valve system, residual heat removal system, service 

water system and main feedwater system.

� Event trees for large LOCA, loss of main feedwater, transient and loss-of-

offsite power.

� I&C systems are modelled using the I&C modelling feature of FinPSA.
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Fault tree of ECC system pump

A link to an I&C-model.

Representing the failure of the start signal.
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I&C system
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ECC pump start signal I&C model

Functioning water level sensor and functioning
communication link required.

Links to top events of fault trees.

Positive voting result from APU and functioning
communication link required.

Positive voting result and functioning digital
output module required.
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I&C model is automatically transformed into fault tree
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Fail-safe principles

� How to handle detected failures in I&C system?

� When a failure is detected, the signal can be replaced by a default
value of 0 or 1.

� Fixed binary variables can be used to control the fail-safe principle.

� If the first and second detected failures are handled differently, the 
modelling is much more challenging.

Undetected failures Detected failures Controlling variable
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Implementation in FinPSA
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Summary

� I&C model is isolated from PRA model via interface

� Simple communication system model

� Compact and computationally efficient representation

� Not much new as such

� Isolation makes it possible to develop I&C modeling

as a part of a full-scale PRA model

� I&C model development can take its own course

� Text-based model offers freedom of future development

� Expansion of modelling language

� Dynamic properties
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